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6FigCode
The following document will explain how the 6fig system enables ordinary
people to make money online within 7 days, without any experience.

E.G. $4,912.94 In 30 Days.
Watch The Full Training Here

When it comes to making money online there are countless ways to do it,
and there are countless courses, systems, software etc, etc which promise
to give you the answer… but as I’m sure you know; seldom do.
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Most methods, systems and software fail to deliver results because they
don’t include everything, and, or leave some elements to the user's own
devices, imagination.

And let’s not forget skill level, or lack of.

Without all of the elements required, and without a certain level of skill
most people will fail… that is a fact which this system solves.

In this document I'll explain how this system works and why it will work for
you… if you apply it.

The 6FigCode System
The 6fig system works on several levels at the same time to ensure short
term and long term profit potential:

1. The system starts by building a list of potential buyers (an email list)

2. At the same time 6figcode generates what we refer to as ‘Initial
Sales’ *automatically (all products pay the user 90% commission)
*once set up

3. Following Initial sales the system is configured to run multiple mini
campaigns on *autopilot one after the other to generate more sales,
(again all products pay the user 90% commission) .
*once set up*

4. Lastly the 6fig system also sells a higher price point product on the
users behalf, also on *autopilot (priced at $197 - $997) which pays 50%
commission
*once set up*

And the clever part: 6figcode is designed, and configured to generate
results within 7 days, and requires no skill or prior experience to achieve
those results. But it’s… Not for Everyone.



While this system might be clever, proven to work for anyone who
implements it, and 100% genuine... it is NOT ‘Push Button’.

It’s NOT a Push Button software and it’s not one of those get rich quick
things either…

So while most of the system is delivered to the user in ready-made format
(done-for-you) it still requires a little editing to make it unique to the user.
And of course the user still needs to activate the system… which to
summarize means - there is a little work to do.

So let me ask you:
If I gave you a complete ‘proven and guaranteed’ to get results system, full
step-by-step training covering every single element, right down to the
tiniest basic step, and then created every part of the system ready for you
to use: Would you use it?

● Would you watch the training?
● Would Implement the system I show you?

Right now, you’re probably thinking to yourself… Hell, Yes I would. But the
reality is; *80% or more of everyone who reads this document will not be
prepared to do the little work required, regardless of how badly they want
to, or need to make money online. Only *20% will bother to take action and
enjoy the results.
*(Ref: The 80/20 principle)

It’s a sad fact, but most people are just too lazy to help themselves… So my
question is; which category do you fit into... 80 or 20?

If the idea of doing a little work to create a consistent and evergreen
second income puts you off, then unfortunately you fit into the 80
category… So it’s probably time to stop reading.

But… If you’re prepared to follow the training, use the ready made
elements of the system I give you, and implement the system as
instructed… then you’re a 20. Which means I can show you how to
generate results within 7 days regardless of who you are.



Still here?
Great… let's begin.

Part 1 - The products
The products - 6figcode includes multiple products which are used to
create the initial project and campaign, all of which are already created for
the user.

Each of these products pays the user 90% affiliate commission on all sales;
this includes the front-end product (the main product) and all upsells
(linked products in the funnel).

For example:
● Product X costs: $17
● Product X Upsell 1: costs $47
● Product X Upsell 2: costs $67
● Product X Upsell 3: costs $67
● Product X Upsell 4: costs $97
● Product X Upsell 5: costs $127

In total if a customer (one of your new subscribers) purchased the main product
and all upsells they would have spent $422 in total (Main, or Front End product
and four upsells). Of that $422 you as a 6fig user would receive 90% of that total
figure - I.e. $380 (less fees).

Amazing right… Yes, but let's be realistic, this doesn’t happen often. Very few
customers go through a funnel and purchase everything, it happens, but not
often. In reality the average spend per customer is $31 - $46 depending on the
overall value of the funnel - So you could expect to receive $28 -$41 for every
customer you send into the initial product funnel.

Part 2 - The Promotion Doc
Part two of the system is a special document called a promotion doc. The
whole system revolves around this one document.



The promotion doc is created (ready made) to provide real value to its
reader but is actually a fully formatted sales tool designed to make you
sales… It’s like a sales tool in disguise.

And each Promotion Doc is unique to you.

Each initial product has its own product specific promotion doc.
They are ‘ready made’ (done for you), and yet they still end up being
unique to the user within seconds.

Each promotion doc will have your affiliate link embedded inside.

Watch the full FREE 6fig training for full details on how this works

Click Here to watch the full FREE 6fig training

Part 3 - The Pages
The pages - 6FigCode uses 2 special pages which are congruent to the
promotion doc but designed to sell the initial product for you while
building your email subscriber list at the same time.

Each initial product has its own pages, all of which have already been
created for the user (done-for-you).

Here’s 2 examples taken from 6figcode
See below
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How it works

[1] Visitor sees page #1

[2] Visitor opts in to get access to the promotion PDF (Doc)

- Visitor becomes your subscriber

[3] As soon as they opt-in they are automatically taken to page

#2 which is uniquely formatted to…

● Sell the same product as pitched in the promotion doc

Page #2 is where most initial sales (from the initial product ) will
occur (see image below).
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The outlined figures in the image above originate solely from Page
#2 in this campaign.

Sales in this example totals 165 sales and $3,444.04 affiliate
commission, that's how much the user/affiliate generated from just
page #2.

*As a 6fig user you would be an affiliate… Full details here.

What If they don’t buy from Page #2?
Not everyone will buy the initial product from page #2, so here’s
what happens when they don’t.

1. The Promotion Doc.

Some people will want to check out the method you hinted at
on page #1, so they’ll go over to their email folder, look for your
email, open it, click the link and start reading the PDF.

When cold leads (new subscribers) go through this short
process something very subtle and clever happens… This is fully
explained in the full FREE 6fig training

Click Here to watch the full FREE 6fig training
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2. Initial Campaign.

The 6fig system revolves around the promotion doc, which is
essentially a sales tool in disguise, designed to sell the initial
product.

Now let’s say they opted in, but they didn’t buy from page #2,
and they didn’t open, or read the promotion doc.

When that happens, the initial (ready made) campaign
starts working automatically.

The initial campaign is specially formatted to:

1. Remain congruent to the promotion doc (the reason they
opted in).

2. Sell the initial product

Without giving too much away here, the initial campaign
contains unique links which do two things… both of which are
configured to generate more sales for the user.

3. The Mini Campaigns.

At this point there are two possible scenarios or outcomes
using the 6fig system…

1. The subscriber has purchased the initial product - which
means; you as the 6fig user made money (affiliate
commission).

2. They didn’t purchase the initial product - and you (the
6fig user) didn’t make money.



It’s important to note that not every initial product will resonate
with every prospect (the people who see it).

For most systems this is basically the end of potential, but with
6fig the initial product is… just the initial step. It’s like the first
foot in the door, it's simply the beginning of a system which
carries on working for you *automatically.
*(Once set up / you only need to set it up once)

So they didn’t buy the initial product… What happens now?

Well now they enter the mini campaign phase.

Mini campaigns are also all done for the user and ready to use
inside of 6figcode.

Right now there are 10+ ready made campaigns all targeting
different products all of which pay the 6fig user *90%
commission on everything. And like I mentioned above, this all
happens automatically (once set up).
*(any and all resulting sales from main product and all / any upsell products)

4. The Big Ticket.

Next come the big ticket campaigns…
Like the mini campaigns these campaigns are already
created for the 6fig user and also work on *autopilot…
*(Once set up / you only need to set it up once)

The big difference with the Big Ticket campaign compared to
the mini campaigns is… The Price!

Big ticket essentially means; big price tag!

The price range is $197 to $997 and 6fig users receive 50% of the
selling price as affiliate commission.

Fully explained in the full FREE 6fig training
Click Here to watch the full FREE 6fig training
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5. The Next Step.

Yes there is more, lots more… 6figcode is designed to get
prospects through the door and generate results within 7 days,
and then keep selling to them *without the user needing to do
anything else.
*(Once set up / you only need to set it up once)

Now let me quickly show you how the system flows once set up.

The 6fig System Flow…
You only need to set it up once

The following serves to explain the flow of the system in a simplified
manner, Please watch the ‘Full 6Fig Training’ for the complete system..

#1
Filtered Traffic / 40% Sales

Step #1: 6figcode uses filtered traffic with a proven sales
percentage of 40% minimum. The traffic will start visiting page
#1 in *1-3 days.
* Occasionally it may take upto 7 days

Traffic is sent to page #1 →→
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↓

#2
Page #1

All pages are provided as Done-For-You assets

The job of page #1 is to convince visitors to join your list... in
order to get full access to your promotion doc.

Subscribers are added to your list and instantly receive the
promotion doc. They are automatically sent to page #2 →→

↓

#3
Promotion doc

The promotion docs are value driven, subtle sales pitches.
All promotion docs are provided as Done-For-You assets.



The promotion docs are value driven, subtle sales pitches.

They provide value, as ___ See full 6fig Training ___, and then
morph into a subtle sales pitch.

The way the promotion doc is delivered is crucial

The reasons for this are as follows:
No distractions on page #2.
Ethically forces a number of micro commitments which can
make the subscriber more likely to read the PDF and purchase.

For Done For You Promotion Docs: See Full 6fig Training

Some subscribers will access, and read the promotion doc, and some
readers will purchase through the pitch and your affiliate link

embedded inside your doc →→

↓

#4
Page #2

All pages are provided as Done-For-You assets

After joining your list the subscriber is sent straight to page #2
automatically. Page #2 is constructed and formatted to
generate as many initial sales as possible.
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The main purpose of page #2 is to sell without distraction →→

↓

Around 70% of all initial sales are derived from page #2

↓
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#5
Initial campaign

All campaigns are provided as Done-For-You assets

The initial campaign is triggered as soon as a prospect joins the list
and geared towards selling the initial product through the 6fig users
affiliate link - to make the user more sales / affiliate commission →→

↓

#6
Mini campaigns

All mini campaigns are provided as Done-For-You assets

Mini campaigns are product specific and pay 6fig users 90% commission on
everything

Mini campaigns work in the background on autopilot once set up to
make more affiliate commissions. I.e. once someone subscribes they
will receive automated campaigns promoting multiple products in

sequence →→



↓

#6
Big Ticket Campaigns

All Big Ticket campaigns are provided as Done-For-You assets

Big Ticket  campaigns pay you 50% commission on $197 - $997

Big Ticket campaigns like the mini campaigns are designed to
slot into your overall campaign and aimed at pitching and
selling a high ticket product.

Price range: $197 - $997
6fig users receive $98.50 - $498.50 per sale (less fees).

↓

Example:

● Initial run - 250 visitors
● Opt-ins (subscribers) - 93 (based on 37% opt-in)
● Initial FE sales (Main Product) - 9
● Plus upsell purchases making the total value per customer an

average: $31.00
● So 9 customers each spend $31 on average.
● 9 x 31 = $279



Initial results / sales means within the traffic period, I.e. the 250 visitors
won’t all arrive at the same time, instead they will arrive over 1 - 3 days.

After the initial results we can expect more sales as a result of the
automated mini campaigns for the other products, as well as the big
ticket campaigns.

So...
Over the next 7 -10 days

● 4 more sales at an average $31 per customer = $124
● 1 Big Ticket Sale = *$348.50

*$348.50 is based on the price being $697

Results (including initial and 10 day)
● Initial - $121
● 10 day - $472.50
● Total - $593.50

Note: these figures are examples based on my own experience and using all of the elements inside
6figcode. Results vary on each run, you could make less than example figures, and you could make
a lot more.  Big ticket commission is based on 50% of $697, depending on when you read this
document the price may be lower or higher.

↓

#6
Multiply your results



The 6fig process works on virtual autopilot once set up, so all
you have to do is.....

Watch the FREE 6figcode training - for full details

↓

Optional Step
Repurposing

Watch the FREE 6figcode training - for full details

This additional / optional step can make you more from the same list
→→

↓
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Summary
The system is designed, tested and proven to work with the products
and ready made (DFY) assets included inside 6figcode. It’s a system
designed for ordinary people who want to, or perhaps need to make
money online, and it works for anyone.

● You don’t need any prior internet skills to implement 6figcode

● You don’t need any experience to get results with 6figcode

● But you DO need to watch the training, use the ready made (DFY)
assets and do what I show you…

Can you genuinely do that?

Simple, yet powerful...
Although on the face of it the 6fig process looks simple (and it is with

6figcode) it is the little (not so obvious) details that make it work!

This document should have given you enough information about 6figcode,
and how it works for you to:

● Watch the Full FREE 6fig Training
● Or Not Watch the Full 6fig Training

If I haven’t inspired you, or you simply don’t like the system, no problem…
Like I said near the beginning, the 6fig system isn’t for everyone… and it’s
NOT Push Button (we all no push button income is complete B’S anyway).

Either way…

I hope this document, the descriptions and details have helped you
understand the system to a certain extent?

And hopefully you also understand the potential the system offers anyone
who uses it?
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If the 6figcode system sounds at all interesting to you I recommend
watching the full FREE 6fig training:

Click Here to Watch

Just in case you were wondering…

This is a system I use personally. I use it in exactly the same manner as I've
outlined in this document, and which I explain in the tiniest  detail inside
6figcode.

I.e.
● I don’t use any of my existing lists / subscribers.

● I use the same pages (included in 6figcode).

● I use the same campaigns (included in 6figcode).

● And I use exactly the same traffic source (included in 6figcode).

6fig code is a totally ‘From Scratch’ system… It doesn't matter who you are;
if you implement the system as instructed - you will get results!

P.S. Reminder; this document is meant only as a flow / breakdown of the system.
In order for the system to work for you as it does for me you must implement the
whole system as detailed inside 6figcode.
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